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Dynamic Processes Shape Spatiotemporal
Properties of Retinal Waves

Marla B. Feller,*‡ Daniel A. Butts,† Holly L. Aaron,* spontaneous activity requires activation of a horizontal
synaptic circuit thought to involve at least two retinalDaniel S. Rokhsar,† and Carla J. Shatz*

*Howard Hughes Medical Institute cell types: amacrine cells and ganglion cells (Wong et
al., 1995; Feller et al., 1996). At the earliest times whenand Department of Molecular and Cell Biology

†Life Sciences Division waves are present, there are no evident synapses from
bipolar to amacrine or to ganglion cells, though thereLawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

and Department of Physics are likely to be functional synapses between amacrine
cells or from amacrine to ganglion cells (Maslim andUniversity of California

Berkeley, California 94720 Stone, 1986; Nishimura and Rakic, 1987; Hutchins et al.,
1995). Cholinergic amacrine cells (Dann, 1989; Mitro-
fanis et al., 1989; Feller et al., 1996), as well as neuronal
nicotinic receptors (Hamassaki-Britto et al., 1994), areSummary
known to be present at these early ages. Cholinergic
synaptic transmission is required for the initiation ofIn the developing mammalian retina, spontaneous
activity; it is also required for wave propagation acrosswaves of action potentials are present in the ganglion
the retina and is therefore involved in the horizontalcell layer weeks before vision. These waves are known
coupling of cells (Feller et al., 1996).to be generated by a synaptically connected network

Although there is strong evidence for a network ofof amacrine cells and retinal ganglion cells, and exhibit
amacrine and retinal ganglion cells in producing retinalcomplex spatiotemporal patterns, characterized by
waves, exactly how the two cells cooperate to generateshifting domains of coactivation. Here, we present a
the complex spatiotemporal dynamics is unknown. Fornovel dynamical model consisting of two coupled pop-
example, as seen by fluorescence imaging, retinalulations of cells that quantitatively reproduces the ex-
waves propagate over finite regions of tissue, whichperimentally observed domain sizes, interwave in-
we call domains. Since the domain boundaries changetervals, and wavefront velocity profiles. Model and
gradually over time, discrete functional units of cellsexperiment together show that the highly correlated
evidently cannot account for the spatial properties ofactivity generated by retinal waves can be explained
the waves (Feller et al., 1996). Although a refractoryby a combination of random spontaneous activation
period appears to be responsible for some domainof cells and the past history of local retinal activity.
boundaries (Feller et al., 1996), other waves stop in re-
gions without apparent recent activity. What determinesIntroduction
the boundaries that do not appear to be defined by
earlier waves?The final steps in the construction of adult neural cir-

Here, we present a novel two-layer model of the devel-cuitry frequently require neural activity (Goodman and
oping retina that reproduces the spatiotemporal pat-Shatz, 1993; Katz and Shatz, 1996). Early in develop-
terns of retinal waves and thereby demonstrates howment, this activity can exist in the form of spontaneously
the retinal circuitry can generate these patterns. We firstgenerated signals. In particular, spontaneous, rhythmic
show that the retina is a homogeneous substrate withbursts of action potentials have been recorded from
respect to wave initiation, propagation, and termination.developing retinal ganglion cells in a variety of verte-
We then present a model of the developing retina as abrate species (Masland, 1977; Maffei and Galli-Resta,
spontaneously activenetwork consisting of two coupled1990; Meister et al., 1991; Sernagor and Grzywacz,
homogeneous populations of cells. A computer simula-1996). This spontaneous retinal activity is relayed to
tion of this model robustly reproduces the observedmore central visual structures (Mooney et al., 1996),
spatiotemporal behavior of the waves, as demonstratedwhere it is thought to drive the activity-dependent syn-
by comparing the statistical properties of retinal wavesaptic remodeling that produces the adult patterns of
and the simulated waves. Finally, we argue that a spe-connectivity (Cline, 1991; Mooney et al., 1993; Shatz,
cific class of one-layer models cannot account for these1996).
observed properties.This spontaneous activity in the developing retina can

be monitored across large areas using a multi-electrode
array (Meister et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993) or fluores- Results
cence imaging of calcium indicators (Wong et al., 1995;
Feller et al., 1996). Through the use of these techniques, Initiation Locations and Wave Boundaries Are
it has been shown that long before the onset of photore- Randomly Distributed across the Retina
ceptor function, spontaneous bursts of action potentials Retinal waves initiate from local areas of tissue and
propagate across the ganglion cell layer in a wavelike propagate over spatially restricted regions, which we
manner that produces highly correlated firing among have called domains (Feller et al., 1996). Waves induce
neighboring ganglion cells (Meister et al., 1991; Wong an increase in [Ca21]i in individual ganglion cells on the
et al., 1995; Feller et al., 1996). The generation of this order of 50 nM (Wong et al., 1995); this increase in [Ca21]i

causes a substantial change in fura-2 fluorescence (DF),
which allows us to monitor the spatial extent of wave‡To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Definition of Domains

Spontaneous waves measured with fluorescence imaging in a P2 ferret retina loaded with fura-2AM. A mosaic of domains is created by
sequential spontaneous waves. The red domain in each frame corresponds to a new wave arising in the same region of retina monitored with
fura-2 imaging. Overlapping regions in which more than one wave occurs are shown in black. The entire sequence corresponds to 2 min of
recording (read from left to right, top row first). The fact that almost the entire region is black after 2 min indicates that domain boundaries
change constantly over time. Asterisks indicate regions where waves terminate despite lack of recent activity. The total field of view is 1.2
mm 3 1.4 mm. The time evolution of the first two waves in this series can be viewed directly in Segment 1 of the video accompanying this
paper at www.neuron.org.

propagation across several square millimeters of the retina has a refractory period which restricts wave prop-
agation (Feller et al., 1996). We define the refractoryretina. The changes in [Ca21]i monitored by fluorescence

imaging are an indirect measure of membrane depolar- period as the minimum time interval following the activa-
tion of an area of retina during which itcannot participateizations, since these changes in fluorescence are simul-

taneous with barrages of synaptic currents onto gan- in a wave. Similar analysis of 11 retinas shows that this
refractory period ranges from 40–60 s (data not shown;glion cells (Feller et al., 1996). Since the waves induce

a fairly uniform DF and stop abruptly, wave boundaries see also Feller et al., 1996). Waves in the ganglion cell
layer can also occasionally terminate in regions withoutcan be determined unambiguously (see Figure 1A; Feller

et al., 1996). To examine the spatial configuration of detectable recent activity (see Figure 1, asterisks); these
boundaries do not appear to be set by the refractorydomains, consider a sequence of waves that was im-

aged over a period of 2 min (Figure 1; movies of these period.The presence of shifting domain boundaries sug-
gests that there are no fixed structures within the retinawaves can be viewed in Segment 1 of the video accom-

panying this paper at www.neuron.org). As previously that limit wave propagation.
Figure 2 demonstrates this point more directly. Alldescribed (Feller et al., 1996), each individual wave de-

fines a domain (Figure 1, red areas); over time, the entire waves (n 5 11) passing through a given area of mid- to
peripheral retina were superimposed (Figure 2A). It isretinal ganglion cell layer is tiled by these domains (Fig-

ure 1, gray areas). Over periods of time of ,1 min, there clear that the boundaries of these waves are all different,
and the pattern of activity is both isotropic and spatiallyis very little overlap between new domains and the do-

mains of earlier waves (black areas in Figure 1, top two decaying, consistent with a homogeneous substrate. To
show that this distribution of domains is independentrows). Over longer periods of time, new waves can en-

croach significantly into domains defined by earlier of direction, we calculated the probability that a wave
that includes the center point of Figure 2A also passeswaves (Figure 1, bottom 2 rows). This implies that the
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Figure 2. Spatial Distribution of Cells Correlated by Waves

(A) Superposition of all waves that passed through the center of an imaged area of retina during a 20 min recording session. The darkest
regions correspond to the largest number of overlapping waves.
(B and C) Isotropy and range of wave propagation for the retina shown in (A).
(B, top) The correlation at each angle was computed by taking the product of the number of overlapping waves at the center with the number
of overlapping waves at a given angle, averaged over distances up to 600 mm, and normalized to the square of the number of overlapping
waves at the center.
(B, bottom) Results for five retinas.
(C, top) The correlation at each distance was computed by taking the product of the number of overlapping waves at the center with the
number of overlapping waves at a given distance, averaged over all angles, and normalized to the square of the number of overlapping waves
at the center.
(C, bottom) The results for 5 retinas, with the average radial correlation function shown by the dotted line. The 1/e of the average radial
distribution occurs at 350 mm. Scale bar, 200 mm.

through a point at a given distance and angular position edly initiated. To test whether the initiation sites are
randomly distributed, we constructed a histogram of allfrom this center. Figure 2B shows this correlation func-

tion averaged over all distances along a given direction. inter-initiation site distances. The results for one retina
(Figure 3B), and for a total of 5 retinas (data not shown),This analysis emphasizes that there is no preferred di-

rection of propagation across this region. Similar mea- are consistent with a uniform, random distribution of
initiation sites (Figure 3B; solid line).surements for several retinas (n 5 5) confirm this conclu-

sion (Figure 2B, bottom). To measure the range over The above analysis suggests that the spatial proper-
ties of the waves are not determined by fixed structuralwhich activity is spatially correlated, we also computed

the correlation as a function of distance, averaged over units within the retina such as pacemakers or recurring
domains. We therefore hypothesize that every locationall propagation directions (Figure 2C). The results aver-

aged over five retinas are well fit by an exponential with within the developing retina contains the circuitry capa-
ble of initiating and supporting waves, and that thea decay length of 350 mm (Figure 2C, bottom; dotted

line). This length is a measure of the characteristic di- global spatial patterns and dynamics of waves are deter-
mined by the local history of retinal activity.mensions of a domain. Taken together, the results of

Figure 2 show that the spontaneous activity in the retinal
ganglion cell layer is statistically homogeneous and iso- A Two-Layer Model Reproduces the Spatiotemporal

Properties of Retinal Wavestropic.
Waves initiate at randomly distributed locations Can the observed complexity of retinal wave patterns—

namely, the periodicity, domain size, compactness, andacross the retina. The spatial distribution of .100 con-
secutive initiation sites for one retina is shown in Figure wavefront velocity—be reproduced by modeling a sim-

ple neuronal network based on the above hypothesis?3A. An initiation site is defined as the centroid of the
smallest resolvable area of initial change in fluores- Here, we introduce a two-layer readout model, com-

prised of two distinct populations of cells having proper-cence, whose size (0.026 6 0.015 mm2; n 5 200 waves,
4 retinas) corresponds to z70 cells in the ganglion cell ties that correspond to the ganglion and amacrine cells

known to be involved in the neural circuit that generateslayer. Over the entire recording period, only one wave
initiated at each site; there is no evidence for the exis- waves (Wong et al., 1995; Feller et al., 1996). The two-

layer readout model is based on many assumptionstence of special zones where waves would be repeat-
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ways: either through an intrinsic spontaneous depolar-
ization or through the cumulative effect of excitatory
inputs from other nearby amacrine cells. Afterwards, it
enters a refractory period during which it cannot be
depolarized. Only when an amacrine cell exceeds its
threshold can it cause other nearby amacrine cells and
ganglion cells to depolarize via synaptic coupling.

A model ganglion cell receives inputs only from ama-
crine cells and has neither a refractory period nor the
ability to depolarize spontaneously. The ganglion cell
layer serves as a passive filter of the amacrine cell layer
activity (note, there is no coupling between ganglion
cells), and we therefore refer to the ganglion cell layer
as a readout layer. We also assume that a ganglion cell
participates in a wave only when its excitation level
exceeds a threshold. In our model, subthreshold ama-
crine and ganglion cell activity is not detectable. A more
detailed discussion of the model is found in the Experi-
mental Procedures.

The model and the experiment are qualitatively similar
in that the properties of the simulated waves—their
shape, frequency, rate of movement across the retina,
etc.—are essentially indistinguishable from those ob-
served experimentally. This similarity is best appreci-
ated by viewing the movies of the simulated and experi-
mentally recorded waves (see www.neuron.org).

Four sequential waves generated by the simulation
are presented in Figure 4B. While our imaging experi-
ments are limited to visualizing cells in the ganglion cell
layer that undergo large changes in [Ca21]i,we can derive

Figure 3. Distribution of Initiation Sites of Waves a more complete analysis of the activity with the model,
(A) Open and closed circles correspond to the locations of the initia- since otherwise hidden activity in the amacrine cell layer
tion sites of 50 waves over a 1.4 mm 3 1.2 mm area of a P2 retina.

can be measured in simulations. The top row in Figure(B) The distribution of distances calculated between all pairs of
4B contains superimposed activity maps from the ama-initiaton sites. Only waves initiated in the central 1 mm2 were in-
crine and ganglion cell layers. Each frame displays thosecluded (closed circles) to exclude waves that may have initiated

outside and then propagated into the imaged area (open circles). amacrine cells (red) that provided the excitatory input
The solid line corresponds to the distribution of distances computed to the set of ganglion cells that reached threshold during
for a random set of points in the same geometrical area. Bin size the wave (blue). Also pictured are the amacrine cells
corresponds to 90 mm, the minimum detectable initation site radius.

whose depolarization to threshold was independent of
the wave (gray dots). These cells spontaneously depo-

about the physiological properties and connectivity of larized during the wave, but at too low a density to
amacrine cells and ganglion cells in the immature retina. excite nearby ganglion cells above their threshold. The
(For a model of wave generation based on biophysical convergence and divergence of projections between the
properties of ganglion cells, see Burgi and Grzywacz, two layers (Figure 4A), together with the thresholding of
1994.) Our assumptions and an assessment of their the ganglion cell layer response, turn a sparse wave in
validity can be found in the Discussion. the amacrine cell layer into a contiguous ganglion cell

Since our goal is to describe the system at time scales layer wave, reproducing the character of the experimen-
related to the waves (s) rather than the underlying cellu- tally observed waves.
lar events (ms), the model is correspondingly coarse, The model predicts that wave initiation and propaga-
and treats each cell within the network as a simple unit tion are strongly influenced by the past history of ama-
whose excitation level (analogous to depolarization crine cell activity, bothassociated with and independent
away from resting membrane potential) is increased by of waves. In the context of our model, this past history
excitatory inputs and decays exponentially with time. is represented by the density of nonrefractory amacrine
Horizontal coupling in the network is determined by cells in a region. The lower frames in Figure 4B show
connections between amacrine cells, and between ama- the fraction of nonrefractory amacrine cells that are
crine and ganglion cells, as illustrated schematically in present in the time step just preceding the wave shown
Figure 4A. As much as possible, the characteristic in the top frame. Red regions have a high fraction
lengths and times of the model have been chosen to (z50%) and blue regions a low fraction (,20%) of nonre-
correspond to available anatomical and physiological fractory amacrine cells. Waves are more likely to initiate
data (see Experimental Procedures). in red than blue regions, since they contain a larger pool

Both model cell types have a characteristic threshold. of available amacrine cells that could spontaneously
depolarize. In this sense, the red regions representA model amacrine cell can reach its threshold in two
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Figure 4. Model and Simulated Waves of Ac-
tivity

(A) Model schematic. The model consists of
two cells types: amacrine cells and ganglion
cells. The top layer of cells corresponds to
amacrine cells and the bottom layer to gan-
glion cells. Connections from one amacrine
cell are shown (black lines). Note that each
retinal ganglion cell or amacrine cell receives
inputs from many other amacrine cells (not
shown; see Experimental Procedures for de-
tails). When a sufficiently high fraction of
amacrine cells become active, a simulated
wave will pass through those amacrine cells
(red) and be relayed to a contiguous distribu-
tion of ganglion cells (blue). Spontaneously
active amacrine cells not correlated with the
wave are shown in gray.
(B) Waves generated by computer simulation
of the two-layer readout model are influenced
by the past activity of amacrine cells. The top
frame of each pair corresponds to all of the
activity in the network that occured during
the time evolution of a simulated wave (as
indicated by arrows from the time bar), i.e.,
activity in the ganglion cell layer (blue areas),
in the amacrine cells that participate in that
wave (red dots), and in amacrine cells that
are active but do not participate in the wave
(gray dots). The bottom frame contains pseu-
docolor plots which indicate the number of
amacrine cells available to participate in a
wave (i.e., not refractory) in the time step im-
mediately preceding the initiation of a wave.
The color bar corresponds to the fraction of
nonrefractory cells (0%–50%). Formore infor-
mation, consult Segment 2 of the video of
simulated waves accompanying this paper at
www.neuron.org.

zones of potential wave activity. In contrast, wave to characterize their spatiotemporal properties. First,
we used the time interval between successive wavesboundaries are restricted by blue regions, since waves

cannot propagate through areas containing a high frac- traversing a given retinal location to study the temporal
regularity of the activity. Experimentally, the distributiontion of refractory amacrine cells. In the model, regions

that previously supported a wave become refractory of these interwave intervals is broad (Figure 5A), show-
ing that while there is a characteristic time interval be-(blue) as the cells that participated in the wave enter their

refractory period in subsequent frames. Furthermore, tween waves, they are not strictly periodic. The lower
bound of the interwave interval distribution is deter-regions that did not support a wave buthad a substantial

level of amacrine cell activity can also become blue. mined by the minimum refractory period, but the in-
terwave interval distribution peaks near 2 min, which isThis analysis also suggests a possible origin of the

refractory period measured in the ganglion cell layer. two to three times the measured refractory period. The
ratio of the interwave interval to the refractory period isRecall that in our model, the ganglion cells do not have

an intrinsic refractory period. Rather, the intrinsic refrac- a critical parameter and severely restricts the possible
circuitry responsible for wave generation (see discus-tory period of the amacrine cells, combined with a gan-

glion cell threshold for firing, confers an effective refrac- sion of the one-layer model below).
The second statistical property we characterized wastory period to the visualized tissue. In the model, the

refractory period measured in the ganglion cell layer is the domain size distribution. Note that a distinctive prop-
erty of the waves that must be taken into account bytherefore a collective property of the amacrine–ganglion

network. any model is the compact (i.e., not sparse) nature of the
domains. We plotted the domain size distributions by
measuring the area of retina covered by each waveThe Two-Layer Model Is Consistent with the

Periodicity, Size, and Velocity of (Figure 1). Domain size histograms for five retinas are
shown in Figure 5B. Like the interwave interval distribu-Retinal Waves

In this section, we quantitatively compare observed and tions, the area distributions are extremely broad, show-
ing that a given retina supports a wide range of domainsimulated retinal waves using two statistical measures
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Figure 5. Summary of Spatiotemporal Prop-
erties

(A) Interwave interval distributions observed
for five retinas. The interwave interval distri-
bution was defined as the time between
waves passing through a single point on the
retina. Each distribution includes the in-
terwave intervals measured at nine equally
spaced points within the field of view. Binsize
is 20 s. Shaded plots show the cumulative
distribution for all five retinas.
(B) Distribution of domain sizes for the same
five retinas as in (A). Bin size is 0.025 mm2.
Note that all waves that appear within the
recording area are included in the distribu-
tion, including waves whose boundaries
stretch outside the field of view. All distribu-
tions are normalized to 1.

sizes. Note that some domains are cut off by the edges the average wavefront propagation of both simulated
and measured waves. (Lowering the ganglion cellof the field of view (1.7 mm2), which slightly skews the

distributions toward smaller areas. The smallest do- threshold has no effect on wavefront velocity, since the
ganglion cell layer is only a passive readout.) Propaga-mains measured are 0.025 mm2 (corresponding to a disk

180 mm in diameter); the largest domains measured are tion velocities for both measured and simulated waves
were computed by defining the wave boundaries at dis-0.8 mm2. The distribution of domain sizes remains rela-

tively flat for domains measuring up to 0.075 mm2, the crete time intervals and measuring the distance traveled
along a direction nearly perpendicular to the wavefrontequivalent of a disk 300 mm in diameter, or z200 cells

in the ganglion cell layer (see Experimental Procedures). (Figure 7A, left). The time evolution of an imaged retinal
wave (at 500 ms intervals) and simulated wave areQuantitative measures of simulated wave parameters

for the two-layer readout model agree well with the ex- shown in Figure 7A (left). The wavefront velocity (the
slope of the distance versus time curves) is not constantperimental results. For example, interwave interval mea-

surements of waves generated by a simulation of the but instead waves speed up and slow down. On average,
the measured waves propagate with a velocity of 177 6two-layer readout model have a distribution that peaks

near twice the refractory period (Figure 6A, middle), in 67 mm/s (n 5 27 waves, 3 retinas), in agreement with
earlier recordings using a multielectrode array (Wongagreement with experiments (Figure 6A, top). The in-

terwave intervals are measured in units of the refractory et al., 1993). Occasionally, waves accelerate to local
wavefront velocities of greater than 500 mm/s, as evi-period as measured in the ganglion cell layer. Note that

the peak of the interwave interval distribution of the denced by the staircased, rather than smooth, structure
of the curves in Figure 7A. This variations in local wave-simulated waves from the two-layer readout model is

determined by the amacrine cell refractory period. front velocity is not a property of specific retinal loca-
tions, since subsequent waves passing through a givenThere is also good agreement between the domain

size distributions of the experimentally-observed and location can travel at widely different speeds (data not
shown). The average wavefront velocity for simulatedsimulated two-layer model waves. In both cases, the

distribution remains relatively flat for domain sizes up waves was 238 6 43 mm/s (15 simulated waves; see
Experimental Procedures for a description of how theto z0.075 mm2 (Figure 6B, top and middle). The location

of the peak in the two-layer model’s simulated distribu- magnitude of the velocities was computed), which is
comparable to the velocities measured experimentally.tion is roughly set by the number of amacrine cells that

are excited by a single amacrine cell (see Experimental The model also predicts that fluctuations in wavefront
velocity can be attributed directly to the fraction of ama-Procedures).

To test the predictive ability of the model, we com- crine cells that are refractory when a wave propagates
through a given region. A wavefront will propagate morepared how lowering the amacrine cell threshold affects
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Figure 6. Area and Interwave Interval Distributions Compared with Models

A summary of experimental results for 5 retinas (see Figure 5). (A) shows domain size distributions, and (B) shows interwave interval distributions
for waves generated by simulations of the two-layer (middle) and one-layer (bottom) models. Spatial dimensions for domain size distributions
were determined by allowing 250 mm2 for each cell (see Experimental Procedures: Model). Interwave interval distributions for simulated waves
were measured at six equally spaced points within the model retina. Cumulative results for the interwave interval are plotted in units of the
ganglion cell layer refractory period, which corresponds to the minimum interwave interval recorded (see text). Results from 4876 simulated
waves were included in the distributions. All distributions are expressed as a fraction of the total number of waves.

quickly through an area with a high density of nonrefrac- layer, which is responsible for the initiation and propaga-
tion of the waves. Second, the model makes specifictory amacrine cells (Figure 4B, bottom frames, red re-

gions). Fluctuations in wavefront velocity can be exag- predictions concerning the physiological properties of
amacrine cell activity—namely, that amacrine cells havegerated by increasing the amount of variability of

excitatory input a cell receives. For example, increasing spontaneous activity that is not necessarily correlated
with waves. The model further implies that amacrinethe dendritic spread of amacrine cells would allow for

more variation in the number of refractory cells in a given cells or amacrine-to-ganglion cell synapses have a long
refractory period that sets the measured periodicity ofregion (data not shown). In the model, as in experiments,

subsequent waves passing through a given location wave activity. Finally, the initiation and propagation of
waves (as measured in the ganglion cell layer) are deter-travel at different speeds.

Simulated waves showed a 25% increase in average mined by the past history of excitation in the amacrine
cell layer.wavefront velocity for a 17% decrease in threshold (Fig-

ure 7B, right). To lower the threshold experimentally, we
increased the concentration of potassium in the bath Wave Properties Are Not Consistent with

a One-Layer Modelfrom 2.5 mM to 5 mM. This manipulation depolarizes
ganglion cells from a resting potential of 253 mV to Are two independent cell types required to reproduce

the statistical properties of waves? To test this, we intro-approximately 245 mV (n 5 3 cells, data not shown).
As predicted by the model, we found a marked increase duced a specific class of one-layer models of the retina.

This naive model consists of a homogeneous populationin the average wavefront velocities of waves of z60%
(Figure 7B, left histograms). Furthermore, the mean do- of units with two properties: a finite probability of spon-

taneous activation, and a refractory period. Wave propa-main size increased, consistent with the simulation (data
not shown). gation is mediated through near-neighbor coupling,

such that the activity of one unit leads to additionalIn summary, the two-layer readout model makes sev-
eral predictions. First, the waves we record experimen- activity of nonrefractory neighbors. Note that a compu-

tational unit may be composed of more than one celltally from the ganglion cells using fluorescence imaging
are filtered images of the activity in the amacrine cell type. For instance, if a set of ganglion cells fired every
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Figure 7. Wavefront Propagation Velocity

(A) Calculation of wavefront velocities. On the
left are wave boundaries of an imaged wave
shown at 500 ms intervals (top) and a wave
generated by computer simulation of the two-
layer readout model at 200 ms intervals (bot-
tom). On the right are distance versus time
plots. Distances were computed along a
straight vector oriented roughly perpendicu-
lar to the wavefront (see Experimental Proce-
dures). The curves were smoothed with a bi-
nomial filter. Arrows in the top plot show
onsets of increased wavefront velocity. The
field of view is 1 mm 3 1 mm.
(B) Lowering spike threshold increases both
experimental and simulated wave velocity.
The first two histogram plots (left and middle)
compare average velocities computed for
waves recorded in normal (C, 2.5 mM) and
high (K, 5 mM) concentrations of potassium
(two retinas; 10 waves each). The histogram
distribution of the average velocity of the sim-
ulated waves (15 waves, right) under two con-
ditions are compared for a normal and de-
creased amacrine cell threshold.

time an amacrine cell fired, and this unit was repeated (Figure 6B, bottom), something other than the refractory
period must determine wave boundaries.to make up the entire retinal network, such a network

would also be classified as a one-layer model. The es- As mentioned earlier, not all wave boundaries are de-
limited by refractory regions (Figure 1). Within a one-sential property is that each unit is characterized by a

single measure of activity. By contrast, in the two-layer layer model, the only other possible means of limiting
the spatial extent of a wave would be failure of themodel, a local patch of amacrine and ganglion cells

cannot be lumped together since one may be active coupling mechanism: when a given unit fires, its neigh-
bors may not fire, interrupting the propagation of thewithout the other.

In this class of one-layer model, the refractory period wave. If this were the case, smaller waves would be
more frequent than larger ones, and the distributionis the sole determinant of wave boundaries. A simple

argument shows, however, that this requirement would of domain sizes would be a monotonically decreasing
function, peaked at the smallest domains (Figure 6A,only allow for interwave intervals that are roughly equal

to the refractory period (Figure 6B, bottom): if the in- bottom).
Results above indicate that a simple one-layerterwave interval were much longer than the refractory

period, then every wave would propagate across the model— consisting of a single computational unit that
is spontaneously active, with a refractory period, andentire retina, since then the entire retina would be reset

by the time the new wave arrives. As was illustrated in whose activity is transferred to its near neighbors—is
inconsistent with the measured qualitative and quantita-Figure 1, however, waves are limited in their spatial ex-

tent to domains of defined sizes. Since the interwave tive properties of retinal waves. We conclude that the
spatiotemporal properties of retinal waves cannot beinterval distribution peaks at twice the refractory period
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described by such a one-layer model. Of course, we synapses may be present, though, raising the possibility
cannot rule out more complicated one-layer models. that the spontaneous activity of cholinergic amacrine
In contrast, our two-layer model involves at least two cells could be mediated by other amacrine cells or gen-
computational units, where one unit may be active with- erated intrinsically in the cholinergic amacrine cells
out the other. themselves. It will be of great value to make physiologi-

cal recordings from cholinergic amacrine cells in intact
immature retinas (Zhou and Fain, 1996; Zhou, 1997,Discussion
Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci., abstract).

In the model, a ganglion cell receives inputs only fromWe have presented a physiologically realistic model that
amacrine cells, and neither has the ability to depolarizeshows that a simple network involving only two cell
spontaneously nor has a refractory period. We assumetypes can reproduce robustly the spatiotemporal pat-
that thecoupling that isknown toexist between ganglionterns of retinal waves. We used fluorescence imaging
cells (Mastronarde, 1989; Meister et al., 1991; Penn etto reveal that the spatial location of wave initation sites,
al., 1994) is not involved in wave generation, implyingand the boundaries that limit wave propagation, are not
that the ganglion cell layer serves as a passive filter ofset by fixed structures but arise from dynamic properties
the amacrine cell layer activity. We also assume that aof the immature retinal network. The predictions of the
ganglion cell participates in a wave only when its excita-model, in combination with the experimental observa-
tion level exceeds a threshold. This assumption is con-tions, allow us todescribe how the physiological proper-
sistent with the experimental observation that changesties of individual neurons can cooperatively generate
in fluorescence associated with increases in [Ca21]i im-intrinsic large-scale patterns of correlated activity. In
aged at low magnification are simultaneous with robustthis section, we first discuss the validity of the assump-
bursts of action potentials (Feller et al., 1996) and thattions made for the model in terms of known anatomical
blocking action potentials with tetrodotoxin also blocksand physiological properties of the immature retina. We
the waves (Meister et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1995).then present arguments that describe how retinal waves

might be generated by the developing retinal circuitry
based on experimental observations, the predictions of

Refractory Periodthe two-layer readout model, and comparisons to other
A central prediction of our model is that the spatialneuronal structures that display similar behavior. Finally,
extent of waves is not defined by predetermined struc-we make predictions about how these patterns of activ-
tures within the retina, but is instead determined byity might influence the patterning of connections in the
fluctuating levels of excitability in the amacrine cell layer.retina itself. A more detailed description of the quantita-
These dynamic boundaries are in significant contrast totive features of the model will be presented elsewhere.
repeating domain boundaries defined by the spontane-
ous propagatingactivity observed indeveloping neocor-Validity of Model Assumptions and Predictions
tex (Yuste et al., 1992) as well as the spindle waves inA primary prediction of the two-layer readout model is
the thalamus, which propagate across the entire struc-that a class of cells with properties distinct from those
ture (Kim et al., 1995).of the ganglion cells is responsible for the initiation,

The two-layer readout model predicts that the refrac-propagation, and termination of waves. Retinal waves
tory period measured in the ganglion cell layer arisesare known to involve a network containing at least two
from a combination of a longer refractory period in ama-cell types, amacrine and ganglion cells (Wong et al.,
crine cells plus a ganglion cell threshold. In the model,1995; Feller et al., 1996). Retinal ganglion cells have
after they are depolarized past threshold, amacrine cellsboth cholinergic and GABAergic postsynaptic currents
enter this refractory period, during which time they can-during waves; however, only the cholinergic input is
not be spontaneously depolarized or excited by theirrequired for wave propagation, at least at the earliest
neighbors. The source of this refractory period is notages studied here (Feller et al., 1996; but see also Shields
yet understood, but could bedue to large after-hyperpo-et al., 1996, Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci., abstract, and
larizing currents in cholinergic amacrines (Taylor anddiscussion below). We therefore propose that the read-

out activity is generated by cholinergic amacrine cells, Wassle, 1995), similar to those thought to underlie the
and for simplicity we assume that they are the only type refractory periods seen in thalamic spindle waves (Kim
of amacrine cell in our model network. et al., 1995) and the waves that propagate across the

procerebral lobe, an olfactory organ, of Limax maximus
(Delaney et al., 1994; Kleinfeld et al., 1994). AnotherAmacrine and Ganglion Cell Physiology
possibility is that a-bungarotoxin-insensitive neuronalIn the model, we make many assumptions about the
nicotinic receptors on either amacrine or ganglion cellsphysiological properties of cholinergic amacrine cells
become desensitized following participation in a wave(reviewed by Masland and Tauchi, 1986; Vaney, 1990).
(McGehee and Role, 1995; Feller et al., 1996). An intrigu-First, we assume that amacrine cells are spontaneously
ing possibility is that this refractory period is associatedactive, but that their activity does not always result in
with a cellular process such as the refilling of internala wave in the ganglion cell layer. Spontaneous activity
calcium pools (Yao et al., 1995), which is known to setis not likely to be mediated by glutamatergic inputs from
the refractory period for calcium waves seen in Xenopusbipolar cells, as it is in adult cholinergic amacrine cells
laevis oocytes, or perhaps with the refilling of a readily(Taylor and Wassle, 1995; Peters and Masland, 1996),
releasable pool of synaptic vesicles, as has been studiedsince blockade of glutamatergic transmission does not

block waves (Wong et al., 1995). Amacrine-to-amacrine in hippocampal neurons (Stevens and Tsujimoto, 1995).
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Wave Initiation and Propagation which are consistent with the known properties of the
immature retina. First, we include spontaneous activityWe have shown that the initiation sites of waves are

distributed uniformly across the retina (Figure 3). This in the amacrine cell layer, since some source of initiation
must be present in the network, and the ganglion cellsobservation is reflected in the model, where all amacrine

cells have the same rate of spontaneous depolarization; are known not to be spontaneously active. Second, ac-
tivity in the amacrine cell layer is subject to a refractorywave initiation is due solely to spontaneous activity in

the amacrine cell layer, when a sufficient number of period, but can also propagate from cell to cell over the
known dendritic spread of these cells. This accountsnearby amacrine cells become coactive (Figure 4B). This

situation contrasts with that known to occur in other for the minimal size of the waves and the minimal interval
between waves at a given location. Third, the ganglionneural structures exhibiting activity correlated across

many cells, where the initiation region contains a high cell layer provides a passive filter of amacrine cell activ-
ity. Filtering the amacrine cell activity is necessary todensity of pacemaker or trigger cells (Johnson et al.,

1994; Yuste et al., 1995; Marder and Calabrese, 1996) simultaneously account for the compactness of the
waves and the discrepancy between measured in-or where there is some variation in local circuitry that

makes one area of tissue more excitable (Destexhe et terwave intervals and the refractoryperiod, as discussed
in the Results.al., 1994; Kim et al., 1995; Charles et al., 1996). The

model assumes that the horizontal spread of the excita- Though the exact nature of the cellular mechanisms
underlying the model are not known, the model doestion occurs through amacrine-to-amacrine cell connec-

tions. In the simplest scenario for wave propagation not require exquisitely fine tuning to account for ob-
served wave properties. As discussed in the Experimen-through the amacrine cell layer, cholinergic amacrine

cells would respond to acetylcholine (Millar and Morgan, tal Procedures, for a given set of fixed (i.e., anatomical)
parameters, there is some range of free parameters1987; Mariani and Herch, 1988; Famiglietti, 1991; but

see also Baldridge, 1996). (thresholds and spontaneous activity rate) that generate
waves that qualitatively and quantitatively resemble theAmacrine cells may also communicate through a

GABAergic circuit, since cholinergic amacrine cells con- observed waves. This point is significant on two levels.
First, it shows that the reproduction of the experimentaltain (Vaney and Young, 1988; Brecha et al., 1988) and

respond to GABA (Zhou and Fain, 1995) and may core- properties is a general feature of the architecture of the
two-layer readout model and not a unique property oflease GABA with acetylcholine (O’Malley et al., 1992).

Though at the earliest ages studied (P0–P5) we have the parameters we have used. There is also a second
and more profound implication: if a simple model neuralfound that the GABAA antagonist SR95531 has no effect

on wave generation (Feller et al., 1996), recent findings circuit can generate wave behavior without requiring
fine adjustment of parameters, then we may expect thatin slightly older animals (.P12) suggest that GABA

blockers can influence the temporal patterns of retinal wave behavior in the real circuit is not sensitive to the
precise biophysical properties of immature neuronalwaves (Shields et al., 1996, Invest. Ophthalmol, Vis. Sci.,

abstract), which supports the hypothesis that choliner- networks. The validity of the model is strengthened by
experiments that show that lowering the amacrine cellgic amacrine cells might be modulated by GABA. A third

possibility is that excitation within theamacrine cell layer threshold leads to consistent changes in wave proper-
ties in both simulated and experimentally measuredis mediated through secretion of neuromodulators, like

adenosine or dopamine (Blazynski et al., 1992; Hare and waves, namely an increase in average wave velocity
(Figure 7).Owen, 1995). We emphasize that our model presents the

simplest scenario—namely, that cholinergic amacrine
cells are involved in wave initiation. The model is entirely

Implication of Wave Dynamics for Visualconsistent with the idea that excitation is relayed
System Developmentthrough other amacrine cell types as well as the choliner-
Retinal waves occur at an age when the wiring of manygic cells, or even with the idea that one amacrine cell
structures within the visual system is immature andtype is spontaneously active, while the cholinergic ama-
highly plastic (Bodnarenko and Chalupa, 1993; Sernagorcrine cells are simply a necessary component of the
and Grzywacz, 1996; Wong and Oakley, 1996). At thehorizontal circuitry needed for relay of excitation.
same time, retinal ganglion cell axon terminals in the
lateral geniculate nucleus are first segregating into eye-
specific layers (Shatz, 1996), and then further segregat-Uniqueness and Robustness of the

Two-Layer Model ing into ON–OFF layers (Garraghty and Sur, 1993).
Waves might also be important for development of cir-We have argued that the two-layer readout model is

the simplest model that is capable of generating the cuitry within the retina, since the period of wave activity
(Wong et al., 1993) coincides with a period of extensivespatiotemporal properties of real waves. Of course, this

does not permit us to rule out models based on more retinal development (Ramoa et al., 1988; Wingate, 1996).
It has been well established that the segregation of gan-complicated computational units. Nevertheless, any

successful model must be able to account for (a) the glion cell dendrites into ON–OFF sublaminae in the inner
plexiform layer is activity dependent (Bodnarenko andsource of spontaneous activity, (b) the propagation of

this activity in a compact, finite wave, and (c) the dis- Chalupa, 1993). Furthermore, recent experiments in the
turtle retina show that blocking wave activity preventscrepancy between the time interval between waves and

the refractory period. Our model, however, accounts for the dark rearing-induced expansion of ganglion cell re-
ceptive fields (Sernagor and Grzywacz, 1996), implyingthese properties by making the following assumptions,
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that correlated activity is involved in establishment of Table 1. Model Parameters Used for Simulated Waves Analyzed
in Figure 6local circuitry. An interesting prediction made by the

two-layer readout model is that amacrine cell and gan- Fixed Parameters
glion cell activities are correlated to differing extents. Timestep: Dt 5 100 ms
There are three types of correlations possible between Firing time: TF 5 1 s

Integration time of amacrine cell: tA 5 0.1 sa pair of amacrine and ganglion cells. During a wave in
Amacrine cell input radius*: RA 5 120 mm in diameterthe ganglion cell layer, only a fraction of the amacrine
Mean refractory period distribution: TR 5 120 scells that are synaptically connected are involved, im-
Variance of refractory period distribution: DTR 5 38 s

plying that either both cells are simultaneously above Integration time of ganglion cell: tG 5 0.1 s
threshold (Figure 4B, top row, red and blue cells) or that Ganglion cell input radius*: RG 5 120 mm in diameter
the ganglion cell is depolarized above threshold while Free Parameters

Probability of spontaneous firing rate: p 5 0.035 s21 (0.03–0.045)the amacrine cell is inactive. In addition, amacrine cells
Amacrine cell threshold: uA 5 6 units (5–6)can depolarize spontaneously, independent of a wave
Ganglion cell threshold: uG 5 10 units (7–13)in the ganglion cell layer (Figure 4B, top row, gray cells),
*Radius over which cell receives input from nearby amacrine cells

so that an amacrine cell can be active without postsyn-
The model is completely determined by two sets of parameters,aptic ganglion cells being depolarized above threshold.
“fixed” and “free”. Fixed parameters are determined by the anatomyThese various scenarios predicted by our model allow
and physiology of the retinal ganglion cells and cholinergic amacrine

for a wide range of activity-dependent mechanisms that cells. Free parameters are chosen to reproduce the spatiotemporal
could be involved in refinement of local circuitry within properties of retinal waves. The range of variables listed in parenthe-
the retina. ses refer to values that lead to waves that are qualitatively and

quantitatively similar to those shown in Figure 6. Simultaneous varia-We have shown that the precise spatiotemporal prop-
tion of two parameters is not discussed here. See the Experimentalerties of retinal waves can be generated robustly by a
Procedures for details and references.simple neuronal circuit. The general principle that the

activity of the cells within the circuit is influenced by
theirpast historyof activity, combined with spontaneous
activity of individual cells, is sufficient to create rhyth-

direction along which the velocity was computed was determinedmic, correlated, spontaneous activity. This can be
by the line that represented the longest distance traveled by theachieved without fine-tuning the details of the connec-
wave and that was nearly perpendicular to the wavefront at alltivity or biophysical properties of individual cells. This
intersection points.

approach of using crude, early-forming circuits to gener-
ate precise patterns of activitymay be a general strategy Model

We modeled the wave-generating circuitry of the developing mam-used by a variety of circuits throughout the nervous
malian retina by a pair of coupled, two-dimensional networks thatsystem to refine imprecise wiring within the circuits
represent the retinal ganglion cell and cholinergic amacrine cellthemselves and within their targets.
layers, respectively. The simulation was implemented using Borland
C11 on a Pentium PC and Cray C11 on a T3E supercomputer.

Experimental Procedures The statistical properties of the simulations were analyzed in an
analogous manner to the experimental data. The parameters listed

Retina Preparation in Table 1 provide a complete specification of the model.
Eleven retinas were isolated from newborn (P0–P10) ferrets that had Spatial Organization of Networks
been deeply anesthetized with halothane and then decapitated. All The amacrine cell layer was modeled as a close-packed triangular
procedures were performed in artifical cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; lattice of cells (see Figure 4A) with a lattice spacing of 34 mm, based
119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.3 mM MgCl2, 10.0 mM KH2PO2, 2.5 on immunohistological staining for choline acetyltransferase in de-
mM CaCl2, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, and 11 mM D-glucose). Solutions were veloping ferret retinas of comparable ages (Feller et al., 1996). For
buffered with NaHCO3 and oxygenated with a mixture of 95% O2 simplicity, the ganglion cell layer was also modeled as a triangular
and 5% CO2. Isolated retinas adhered to filter paper were incubated lattice with one-half the lattice spacing of the amacrine cells (17
in fura-2AM as described previously (Feller et al., 1996). The retinas mm), which is consistent with a cell soma diameter of 12 mm (Ramoa
and filter papers were placed in a temperature controlled chamber et al., 1988), with only 50% of cells participating in waves (Wong et
(318C–348C; Medical Systems), mounted on the stage of an inverted al., 1995). To match the field of view used in the imaging experi-
microscope (Nikon, Diaphot 200), and continuously perfused. ments, the model ganglion cell layer was 96 3 70 cells, representing

a patch of retina 1.4 mm 3 1.2 mm.
Results from the simulation show that the area over which a givenWave Definition and Analysis

Waves were acquired using fluorescence imaging methods pre- model amacrine cell receives excitatory inputs roughly sets the peak
of the domain size distribution generated by the simulation (seeviously described (Feller et al., 1996) and stored on Hi8 videotape.

An initial background frame was subtracted from all subsequent Results). We therefore assume that an amacrine cell receives inputs
from the surrounding 0.05 mm2, corresponding to the peak in theimages to create DF, or difference images of the retina. Individual

videoframes of difference images were acquired at 0.5 s intervals experimental domain size distribution (see Figure 4B); a given ama-
crine cell provides inputs to cells at a distance of up to 120 mm away,from a computer-controlled video editor (Sony 118) onto a Macin-

tosh computer using NIH Image. All domains were defined using which we define as the input radius, RA. This value is consistent with
the measured dendritic spread of cholinergic amacrine cells in thethe same computer algorithm, which consisted of a series of filters

to remove high frequency noise and enhance contrast. Thresholding developing retinas of rabbit (Wong and Collin, 1989) and cat (Dann,
1989; Mitrofanis et al., 1989). In the model, each amacrine cell isof the processed image was done through an iterative selection

procedure (Ridler and Calvard, 1978). The individual frames were synaptically connected with equal strength to other amacrine cells
within its input radius, which is roughly seven ganglion cells orcombined to define the area covered by a wave. The wave initiation

point was determined by the centroid of the first processed and three to four amacrine cells. Ganglion cells integrate inputs from
the amacrine cell processes that lie within their input radius, RG,thresholded frame in which a wave appeared. The velocity of the

wavefront was computed by acquiring successive frames from the which we also set to be z120 mm, consistent with measurements
in the embryonic cat retina (Ramoa et al., 1988). The connectionsvideotape at 33 ms intervals, processed as described above. The
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from amacrine cells to ganglion cells are purely feed forward, i.e., correlated amacrine cell activity to depolarize the ganglion cells
above their threshold. If uA is too low, waves spread over the entirethe state of the amacrine cells affects the state of the ganglion cells,

but not vice versa. retina, since excitation traveling into low-threshold regions needs
only to recruit a few nonrefractory amacrine cells for propagation.Temporal Behavior of Cells

The elementary time step of the model is 100 ms. Details of behavior We therefore set the amacrine cell threshold within the range where
there are a sufficient number of finite-sized waves. As mentionedon shorter time scales are not described by the model. Both ama-

crine cells and retinal ganglion cells are modeled as leaky integrate- in the Results, varying uA within this range does affect the domain
size distribution and wave velocities (Figure 7B).and-fire neurons. A given cell is characterized by an excitation level,

X, which is analogous to the amount of membrane depolarization The statistical properties of the simulated waves also depend on
the value of the spontaneous rate of firing, p. We used a high rateaway from the cell’s resting potential. Inputs from other neurons

raise the excitation level with an integration time, t, set to 100 ms for the simulations (z0.035 s21) to guarantee that a nonrefractory
amacrine cell will spontaneously depolarize in a time interval (z1/p,for both amacrine and ganglion cells (Velte and Miller, 1995). When

the excitation level exceeds the neuron’s threshold, u, the cell is or 30 s) much shorter than its refractory period (z2 min); this value
leads to an initiation rate comparable to that seen experimentally.said to fire. For ganglion cells, uG corresponds to spike threshold;

for amacrine cells, uA is the threshold for synaptic transmission. If p is set much higher, then very few larger waves occur, since high
levels of spontaneous activity not correlated with waves will makeUnder the feed-forward assumption of our model, ganglion cell

firing does not affect other cells in the network, but simply allows larger regions of the amacrine cell layer refractory at any given time,
thereby preventing extended propagation of the wave (Figure 4B).them to be visualized in the simulation. On the other hand, firing

amacrine cells provide inputs to both amacrine cells and ganglion Velocity Measurements of Simulated Waves
Waves in the simulation were recorded and stored as a list of eachcells within their dendritic spreads. Their firing time, TF, is set to be

1 s. While firing, they raise the excitation levels of their neighbors participating ganglion cell and the time that it became active. The
initiation point was determined by the average position of the gan-by one unit. The time evolution of the excitation level of a given

amacrine and ganglion cell over time Dt is given by: glion cells active in the first time step. The participating ganglion
cells were then sorted into 16 groups according to their relative

XA
i,new 5 XA

i,olde—Dt/tA 1 NA
i direction from this initiation point. From each direction group, the

farthest active cell from the initiation point in each time step was
XG

j,new 5 XG
j,olde—Dt/tG 1 NA

j used to define the distance the wave traveled in that given direction
as a function of time, and the resulting curve was smoothed usingwhere NA

i is the numberof firingamacrine cells within cell i’s dendritic
a box filter corresponding to five timesteps. The mean velocity wasarbor. After firing, the neuron’s excitation level is reset to zero.
then determined by the slope of the best linear fit to this distanceAmacrine cells (but not ganglion cells) are then held at zero for the
versus time, not including the time step corresponding to the initia-duration of their refractory period. Before the simulation begins,
tion time (the fit did not have to go through the origin). Mean wave-each amacrine cell is assigned a refractory period, such that the
front velocity for a given set of parameters was calculated using 15distribution of refractory periods is Gaussian with a mean TR and a
individually acquired waves from the simulation running with thosestandard deviation DTR. The mean refractory period is set to the
parameters.experimental peak in the interwave interval distribution, and the

standard deviation is set to be 25%.
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